Allometry has been used to demonstrate a power-law scaling relationship in the brain of premature born infants. Forty-nine preterm infants underwent neonatal MRI scans and neurodevelopmental testing at age 2 . Measures of cortical surface area and total cerebral volume demonstrated a power-law scaling relationship (a = 1.27). No associations were identified between these measures and investigated clinical variables. Term equivalent cortical surface area and total cerebral volume measures and scaling exponents were not related to outcome. These findings confirm a previously reported allometric scaling relationship in the preterm brain, and suggest that scaling is not a sensitive indicator of aberrant cortical maturation.
Introduction
Premature birth is associated with altered cerebral volumes, cortical surface area, and cortical folding at term equivalent postmenstrual age (PMA). [1] [2] [3] [4] One useful way to quantify these effects involves allometric analysis. In general, allometry assesses the degree to which the sizes and shapes of various body parts conform to isometric scaling relationships. 5 By relating overall brain volume to surface area (and, indirectly, cortical volume), allometry has been used to investigate the evolutionary advantages of having a gyrencephalic (highly folded) cerebral cortex over a lissencephalic one. 6 It can also provide a quantitative method for examining the changing geometry of the developing brain. Allometric relationships can be expressed mathematically as CSA = b(TCV) a where CSA is cortical surface area, TCV is total cerebral volume, b is a scaling factor and a is a scaling exponent related to the relative growth rates of CSA and TCV. An a with values less than 2/3 signifies a differential increase of TCV relative to CSA (negative allometry), and a greater than 2/3 signifies a differential increase of CSA to TCV (positive This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.
allometry). In a study of 113 premature infants, Kapellou and colleagues demonstrated that the expansion of CSA occurs at a much faster rate than the expansion of the tissue volume in infants, with a scaling exponent of a = 1.29, 7, 8 consistent with the rapid gyrification during this period. The measured scaling exponent was lower in males and infants who were more premature at birth, and was shown to have a positive relationship with neurodevelopmental outcome at 2 years of age. Here, we reexamined these issues in 49 preterm infants scanned at higher spatial resolution and analyzed using improved cortical surface-based methods.
Methods
Fifty-eight very preterm infants (born at <30 weeks gestation) were prospectively recruited within the first 24 h of life from the St. Louis Children's Hospital Neonatal Intensive Care Unit between April 2007 and June 2010. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed on each infant between 26 and 41 weeks PMA (range 1-4 scans, note that some infants missed time points if they were too clinically unstable to be scanned). All scans were performed using a 3-T TIM Trio system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) without sedating medications.
9 T1-and T2-weighted images were acquired during each scanning session. T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence parameters included TR 1500 msec and TE 3 msec with voxel size 1 9 0.7 9 1 mm. T2-weighted turbo-spin echo (TSE) sequence parameters included TR 8600 msec and TE 160 msec with voxel size 1 9 1 9 1 mm. Images were assessed for qualitative injury, and infants with grade III/IV intraventricular hemorrhage, moderate-severe cerebellar hemorrhage or periventricular leukomalacia were excluded from the analyses. Forty-nine infants were subsequently included in the final analysis. Developmental testing was undertaken at 2 years of age corrected using the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, 3rd Edition (Bayley-III). 10 The Bayley-III provides composite scores of performance across cognitive, language, and motor domains. All aspects of the study were approved by the Human Research Protection Office of Washington University in St. Louis.
Volumetry was performed using the Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) software package (http://www.picsl. upenn.edu/ANTS) followed by manual correction using ITK-Snap software tools. 11, 12 TCV was calculated for each scan by summing the volume of white, gray and deep nuclear gray matter. Semi-automated cortical segmentation was based on the LIGASE method 13 followed by manual editing. Surface-based morphometry was also performed (for full methodological account see Hill, et al. 13 ). CSA was calculated using the mid-thickness surface for both the left and right hemispheres and summing the values for each hemisphere (Fig. 1A) . For each scan, both CSA and TCV were plotted against PMA at time of scan. In addition, log-transformed values of CSA and TCV were entered into a linear regression model and TCV was plotted against CSA on a log-log scale to determine a power-law scaling relationship.
Linear mixed models were used to determine if several clinical factors were independently related to either CSA or TCV. Investigated variables included gestational age, sex, birthweight, and postnatal growth. Each model accounted for repeated scans within subjects and PMA at scan. A set of variables modeling the interaction between log-transformed TCV values and each clinical factor was created. All clinical factors and the set of interactions with log-transformed TCV were incorporated into a final linear mixed model with log-transformed CSA as the dependent variable to examine the interaction of clinical variables with the power-law scaling relationship. Linear regressions were used to determine if CSA or TCV calculated from the term equivalent scan (PMA at scan ≥36 weeks; n = 27) were related to Bayley-III composite scores, controlling for PMA at scan. For the 13 infants with at least two scans, including a term equivalent scan and available outcome data, an individual scaling exponent was generated. Partial correlations and linear regressions controlling for PMA at term equivalent scan were used to explore relationships between the individual scaling exponents and composite scores of the Bayley-III.
Results
Forty-nine very preterm infants underwent a total of 80 MRI scans for which cortical surface reconstruction and volumetric segmentation were completed. This included 31 infants with one scan, nine infants with two scans, five infants with three scans and four infants with four scans. Demographic information for the cohort is included in Table 1 .
As a function of PMA, CSA expansion conformed to a quadratic relationship, whereas TCV followed a linear expansion (Fig. 1B) . When CSA was plotted against TCV on a log-log scale, a power-law relationship was found between CSA and TCV with a scaling exponent (a) of 1.27, F(1,78) = 3084.65, P < 0.001 (r = 0.98) (95% CI 1.22-1.31) (Fig. 1C) .
No clinical variables were found to have a significant relationship with CSA, TCV or a significant influence on the power-law scaling relationship (Table 2) . Two post hoc linear mixed-models (sufficiently powered at 0.85) were used to examine the relationship between sex and powerlaw scaling and GA and power-law scaling, and no significant relationship was found in our cohort. No relationship was found between Bayley-III developmental domains and term equivalent measures of CSA (cognitive, b = À0.02, P = 0.94; language, b = 0.15, P = 0.52; motor, b = 0.19, P = 0.39), or TCV (cognitive, b = 0.11, P = 0.63; language, b = 0.03, P = 0.89; motor, b = À0.20, P = 0.38). Scaling exponents also showed no relationship with Bayley-III scores across developmental domains (cognitive, b = 0.19, P = 0.57; language, b = À0.14, P = 0.68; motor, b = À0.23, P = 0.44).
Discussion
The allometric relationship between CSA and TCV helps illustrate the geometry of cortical development in very preterm infants. We found a power-law scaling exponent that was virtually identical to that described by Kapellou and colleagues, 8 despite using a considerably higher spatial res- Total cerebral volume plotted against cortical surface area on a log-log scale demonstrating a significant power-law scaling relationship with a = 1.27 (r = 0.98, P < 0.001).
olution in our study (1-mm vs. 4-mm slice thickness), which allows improved fidelity for following the curving cortical surface and calculating its surface area. However, unlike the report by Kapellou and colleagues, gestational age and sex were not related to measures of cortical expansion and folding in our study. While our study was not sufficiently powered to determine that there was no influence of clinical factors in our final power-law scaling model, we can conclude that the addition of these clinical variables did not affect the significance of the primary allometric scaling relationship. Sex and GA had no influence on the power-law scaling relationship in separate mixed-models either. In addition, measures of surface area and volume at term equivalent were not related to neurodevelopmental outcomes at age 2 years across developmental domains, nor were the individual scaling exponents for infants with serial scans. While the median gestational age at birth for our cohort was similar to that in Kapellou, our study included fewer scans, employed differing measures of neurodevelopmental performance, and based upon prior published reports, 14 our population exhibited lower performance rates at age 2 years. These factors might account for why our findings did not replicate the evidence for effects of gestational age and sex. While this investigation confirms a strong allometric scaling relationship in the preterm brain, it suggests that this relationship is not a sensitive indicator of atypical cortical development in preterm infants or affected by clinical factors. In addition, on a single-patient basis, it is unlikely to provide additional information regarding prognosis. The model accounts for repeated measures and PMA at scan. TCV, total cerebral volume; CSA, cortical surface area; PMA, postmenstrual age.
